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Drama Queen Lashes , formed 2017 working in the beauty industry for 5 years, specialise in eyelashes and 

other aspects of beauty. We decided to create a luxury brand of eyelashes that had an emphasis on both 

quality and affordability, as we believed the price of luxury strip eyelashes on the market was just too high!

Our aim is to provide the best quality Mink, Funx Mink and Brazilian silk hair lashes whilst maintaining afford-

able prices. The average industry price for these is between £15 to £25 - this is simply not cost effective for 

most Make Up Artists!

Being in the beauty industry for such a long time, we know too well the importance of both cost and quality. 

We took on the challenge of rejuvenating the eyelashes market and after years of testing and researching, 

we are delighted to bring to you Drama in our Lashes.

Drama Queen Lashes take affordability and quality into consideration and also longevity as our lashes are 

reusable up to 10-25 times!

Make Up Artists we did this for you..

SHABA
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TEASE
4D lash 20mm in length.

Enjoy luxuriously full, feathery-
soft, fluffy, and glamorous, but 
natural looking voluminous sets 
of eyelashes!

Reusable up to 30 times

AURORA
4D Lashes are one of the 
latest advanced development 
in eyelash technology, also 
known as Russian Volume 
Lashes or Hollywood Lashes.

Enjoy luxuriously full, feathery-
soft, fluffy, and glamorous, but 
natural looking voluminous sets 
of eyelashes!

Reusable up to 30 times

BAMBI
4D Lashes are one of the 
latest advanced development 
in eyelash technology, also 
known as Russian Volume 
Lashes or Hollywood Lashes.

Enjoy luxuriously full, feathery-
soft, fluffy, and glamorous, but 
natural looking voluminous sets 
of eyelashes!

Reusable up to 30 times

SNOW WHITE
Snow White New 4D 
addition to DQL is dramatic, 
long & wispy. It is one of a 
kind due to it’s 4D luxury 
layers and pleated effect.

Brasilain silk lash

Lash Qualities
Added layers
4D volume
Extra long & wispy
The ultimate beauty 
accessory for makeup artists

Reusable up to 20 times
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4D LASHES



New to our mink collection, is the embodiment of 
featheriness and elegance. A sultry lash that can 
take you from day time to evening with ease.

Perfect with a light makeup to dark smoky eye or 
even a pop of colour, this lash is destined to be a 
firm favourite in your lash collection. 

Don’t forget to tag us in your selfies #Queens & 
remember our lashes are 100% reusable – just pop 
them back in the box & keep safe for next time!

THE 4D

4D LASHES



3D LASHES

THE 3D
Lashes worth making plans for 
upgrade them lashes gal with 

our 3D Ariel Lash is a great day 
wear lash with ultra flexible band 

for easy application.
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3D LASHES

LOU LOU
Style Lou Lou have got it all: 
-Medium to Long Length 
-Wispy, cluster lash design

Our Express mink lashes are 
carefully handmade using 
cruelty-free mink fur that is soft 
and durable. Each hair fiber is 
unique creating a 3D effect.

Hair is naturally tapered 
(pointed) to closely resemble 
your own eyelashes.

Re-usable 20-25 times

DEMI
The Ultimate fierce CAT-EYE! 
DEMI LASH has a dramatic 
winged effect, carrying most 
of its drama towards the end 
of the eye to give you that sexy 
LOOK.

Ultra flexible band for super 
easy application! Reusable up 
to 20 times.

Length: Medium-long

Reusable up to 20 times

3D CANDIES
This stunning 3D lash is created 
into Candies. This mink lash & 
its designed to give a piercing 
stand out effect. With its 
mixture of thickness & stunning 
length, this lash is the perfect 
lash for anyone wanting to 
create a dramatic look.

Don’t forget the faux mink 
collection are 100% reusable up 
to thirty times! So so keep your 
Drama Queen box safe & make 
them stare over & over again! 
#DQLashes

Reusable up to 30 times

3D FANTASY
FANTASY LASH

Ultra flexible band for super 
easy application! Reusable up 
to 20 times.

Length: Clustered Short-long  
effects

Reusable up to 20 times
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3D LASHES

FLARE
3D Flare 🧨🧨 Just beautiful our
NEW Lash just outstanding..... 
These speak for themselves.

Comfortable Band

Easy application

Re-usable up to 30 wears

IESHA
Using premium, top quality ma-
terial.

Added more 3D layers and extra 
wispy hairs

Added extra curl to our 3D Iesha 
Lash 🧨

More flexible thinner band

Not only does this lash offer ex-
tra volume & wisp, it also accen-
tuates your eyes with its layered 
edges. Suitable for most eye 
shapes.

Re-usable up to 30 wears

3D MEIA
Wee 3D Meia Lash
Our Smallest Lash
Silk fibre
Cruelty-free 
Comfortable Band

Perfect for people that don’t 
like big lashes it’s our natural 
yet.

Re-usable up to 15 wears

CINDERELLA
Using platinum, top quality 
material.

More flexible thinner band
Perfect for those who wear 
Glasses fit perfectly 🧨 we are 
looking out for everyone

Ultimate fluffy lash!
This is our most popular 
mink style. Not only does 
this lash offer extra volume 
& wisp, it also accentuates 
your eyes with its layered 
edges. Suitable for most eye 
shapes.

Re-usable up to 30 wears
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DRAMA
QUEEN
LASHES
Drama Queen Lashes Using platinum, top quality 
material.

3D Hollywood Lash has more 3D layers and 
extra wispy hairs

Added extra curl

More flexible thinner band

Ultimate fluffy lash! 

This is our most popular mink style.  

Not only does this lash offer extra volume & wisp, 
it also accentuates your eyes with its layered 
edges. Suitable for most eye shapes.
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DRAMA QUEEN LASHES

HOLLYWOOD
Using platinum, top quality 
material.

Added extra curl

More flexible thinner band

Ultimate fluffy lash!
This is our most popular mink 
style.  Not only does this lash 
offer extra volume & wisp, it 
also accentuates your eyes with 
its layered edges. Suitable for 
most eye shapes.

Re-usable 30 times

ANASTASIA
Improved 3D Anastasia Lash
Brazilian Silk
Cruelty-free 
Reusable 20

Out short at wash side and long 
in the middle just performance 
for rounded eye shapes

Re-usable 30 times

KARLIE
We are in love with these 
lashes 3D Karlie

Super fluffy lash with her own 
flattering criss cross design
Comfortable Band and easy 
to put on

Re-usable 20-30 times
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THE 5D
5D Barbie Lash 25mm in length her Criss Cross 
fluffy design..... 

I’m pretty sure this is what lash heaven looks like
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THE 5D

BARBIE
Quality yet affordable 5D style 
mink fur false eyelash, available 
in three styles, perfect for 
adding that wow factor to your 
makeup.

Made of 100% vivid and shiny 
Siberian mink fur, these lashes 
come with a long lifespan of 
20-30 wears! They’re easy to 
put on and hypoallergenic, 
helping to reduce irritation to 
your eyes. Each box contains 
one pair of your chosen lashes.

Reusable 30 times

ZIENNA LASH
These are just stunning thick 
dramatic lash you will fall in 
LOVE!

Shop Bio to order 🧨
5D Lash
HandMade with #love
Mink Lash
Comfortable band
Ultimate fluffy

Re-usable 30 times

BAMBI
Up close & personal – 5D 
Bambi just wow these speak for 
themselves 

One up from 4D Bambi her 
sister 5D Bambi just stunning…….
Go large with Amazing eyes for 
nights out and Glam Makeup.

25mm lash
Comfortable band

Reusable 30 times
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6D QUEEN
DQL designed every aspect of this eyelash after years of 
stacking lashes, we wanted to create the perfect lash.
This eyelash can be worn with both soft and heavy makeup to 
create a glamorous look.

It has many layers of the finest mink material, making it a 6D 
eyelash.
Added curl
6D volume
Our fluffiest lash yet

Reusable up to 30 times

THE 6D
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THE 6D
Drama Queen Lashes Using platinum, top quality 
material.

3D Hollywood Lash has more 3D layers and 
extra wispy hairs

Added extra curl

More flexible thinner band

Ultimate fluffy lash! 

This is our most popular mink style.  

Not only does this lash offer extra volume & wisp, 
it also accentuates your eyes with its layered 
edges. Suitable for most eye shapes.
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